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Thinking on the Web: Berners-LeeJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006

    

Tim Berners-Lee, Kurt Gödel, and Alan Turing are the pivotal pioneers who opened the door to the Information Revolution, beginning with the introduction of the computer in the 1950s and continuing today with the World Wide Web evolving into a resource with intelligent features and capabilities.
    Taking...
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Colossus: The Secrets of Bletchley Park's Code-breaking Computers (Popular Science)Oxford University Press, 2006
"An excellent, ground breaking book, highly recommended."--Books-On-Line
     
The American ENIAC is customarily regarded as having been the starting point of electronic computation. This book rewrites the history of computer science, arguing that in reality Colossus--the giant computer built by the British secret service during...
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Computability In Context: Computation and Logic in the Real WorldWorld Scientific Publishing, 2009

	Computability has played a crucial role in mathematics and computer science
	– leading to the discovery, understanding and classification of decidable/
	undecidable problems, paving the way to the modern computer era
	and affecting deeply our view of the world. Recent new paradigms of computation,
	based on biological and physical...
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Quantum ComputingSpringer, 2001

	The twentieth century witnessed the birth of revolutionary ideas in the phys-
	ical sciences. These ideas began to shake the traditional view of the universe
	dating back to the days of Newton, even to the days of Galileo. Albert Ein-
	stein is usually identified as the creator of the relativity theory, a theory that
	is used to model the...
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Computability and Unsolvability (Mcgraw-Hill Series in Information Processing and Computers.)Dover Publications, 1985
Classic text considers general theory of computability, computable functions, operations on computable functions, Turing machines self-applied, unsolvable decision problems, applications of general theory, mathematical logic, Kleene hierarchy, computable functionals, classification of unsolvable decision problems and more.

This book is...
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The New Media ReaderMIT Press, 2003
This reader collects the texts, videos, and computer programs--many of them now almost impossible to find--that chronicle the history and form the foundation of the still-emerging field of new media. General introductions by Janet Murray and Lev Manovich, along with short introductions to each of the texts, place the works in their historical...
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